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INTRODUCTION
This photo etch set is created for the Trumpeter 1:200 scale Titanic model. The 
purpose of this set is to provide the modeler with an accurate representation of 
the superstructure profiles of Titanic. As many have come to realize, the way 
Trumpeter has decided to model this part of the ship is far too heavy for the scale. 
This set corrects this issue and provides the modeler with profiles that are more 
scale accurate and with many added details.  

As you work through these instructions you may notice that this is an extensive set 
with a lot of parts. Just because a part is included in the set does not mean it has 
to be used. Know your skill level and your limitations before you begin working on 
this set. Some of these parts are very small and require a delicate hand to get 
right. My recommendation is that you treat this set as kit in its own right. Take your 
time to get this right. No matter how far you decide to take it, this set can lift your 
model from a basic plastic kit to a museum quality piece. The more determined 
you are to do a good job with the assembly the better the chances are you will 
succeed.  

The instructions at hand presents two ways that the PE can be used. The first 
method is using the photo etch over the kit plastic (parts N1, P1, N2 and P2). In this 
case, many of the parts included will not be used. Only the main pieces and some 
of the outboard detailing will be relevant for your build. The second method is 
using the photo etch without the kit plastic, either by scratch building 
modifications or together with Scale The Titanic’s 3D printed framework from 
Shapeways. This requires more skill and involves many more steps. Whichever 
way you decide to go, my hope is that these instructions will be of great benefit to 
your build.  

For technical questions regarding the assembly of the PE, help can be found in the 
Facebook groups “Trumpeter Titanic 1/200th model ONLY building tips and tricks” 
and “RMS Titanic Model Research and Tech”.  

Best wishes, 

Elixander  

SCALE THE TITANIC
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The set consists of one 40 × 30 cm sheet and one 30 
x 20 cm sheet of 0.2 mm etched brass. The sheets 
are pictured to the left and will be referred to as 
Sheet #1 and Sheet #2 in this instruction manual. 
Below is a breakdown of all the parts.  

Parts A, B and C 
The main parts of the photo etch set are marked as 
part A, B and C on the sheets. These are the parts 
that contain all the rivets, plate laps, windows, 
stanchions, etc. This parts will be facing outboard 
once the assembly is completed.  

Back plates  
Parts A, B and C each have one back plate that will 
be glued from the back. These plates serve the 
purpose of strengthening the parts but most 
importantly, they add details to the inside of the 
superstructure profiles.  

Stiffeners and stanchions 
All stiffeners and stanchions for the inside of the 
superstructure profile are included in this set. If 
applied correctly these can result in a nice 3D effect. 
With that said, these parts are quite difficult to 
assemble because of their size and quantity. If you 
are not used to working with small photo etch pieces 
you might be better off not using these in your build.   

Bridge front 
The bridge front is included in the set per popular 
request. Using the bridge front is optional. You can 
opt to just use the plastic version included in the kit, 
use the photo etch over the kit plastic version or only 
use the photo etch version. It comes down to your 
skill level.  

Misc 
In addition to the parts mentioned so far there are 
also a few other pieces included, namely: teak rails, 
coaling outriggers,  platforms and expansion joints.  

GENERAL INFORMATION SHEET #2

SHEET #1
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Tools 
The following is a list of tools that is recommended to 
have at hand when working with this photo etch set. 
Most of these tools are essential when building 
models in general so if you do not own a specific tool 
it might be worth the investment for the rest of your 
build as well.  

1. An X-Acto knife with #11 or #22 blade or PE 
scissors (essential) 

2. Diamond files for photo etch (essential) 

3. A china marker or another pick-up tool (essential) 

4. Pliers (essential) 

5. Magnifiers (optional)  

Cleanup 
Never remove PE parts from the sheet by twisting or 
turning the parts. This will damage them. Always cut 
off parts using a sharp knife or PE scissors. To get the 
parts looking accurate, the tags need to be filed or 
cut off.       

There might be a few areas here and there on the 
sheet where cutouts for windows have not been 
etched through completely. This is normal when 
etching large sheets with a lot of detail and is 
commonly referred to as flash. To get a good final 
result these areas can be cleaned up using a file. 
Additionally, very thin pieces on the sheet might be 
bent because of handling during production or 
shipping. These pieces can be bent back using a 
knife while still attached to the sheets.  

Cleaning the parts 
Before parts can be used properly, they should be 
cleaned as you do with any other model part. This 
should be done to remove the residue left from the 
etching process and is essential in helping paint and 
glue adhere to the parts. Please keep in mind that 
the riveted parts of the etch are very susceptible to 
fiber pick-up from cloths and other tissue-like 
cleaning tools. Fibers can be quite difficult to be rid 
off once they get stuck between the rivets. It is 
therefore recommended that you let these parts air 
dry instead of wiping them dry. 

Adhesives 
You will need to use adhesives that bonds well with 
PE. Usually the recommendation is to use CA glue or 
epoxy glue. There are many different variants to 
choose from: thin; thick; slow settings; instant bond; 
etc. Your choice should be based on your skill level, 
experience of working with PE and the specific part 
of the set you are working with. 

Painting 
It is highly recommended that you use metal (etching) 
primer before painting. This will ensure that your final 
coat of paint adheres to the parts properly. An 
airbrush will be necessary to get a nice final finish. It 
is always better to do several light coats instead of 
one thick coat, especially on parts like these where 
you have a lot of fine details. 

TIPS & TRICKS
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MAIN ASSEMBLY 
Prepare the kit parts P1, N1, P2 and N2. The steps 
below should be taken to ensure a good fit. Start 
with the port side of the ship and then repeat the 
same steps for the starboard side.  

‣ Remove all protruding detail on the outside of the 
plastic parts (P1, N1, P2 and N2) along A-deck 
and Boat Deck. The surface should be completely 
flush.   

‣ Cut away the following parts from PE sheets #1 
and #2:  

• Part A (x2) 

• Part B (x2) 

• Part C (x2) 

‣ Dry fit the PE parts to make certain they sit flush 
with parts P1, N1, P2 and N2. If necessary, make 
adjustments to the kit parts or the PE parts to 
ensure a good fit.  

‣ Use the PE parts as a template to mark out the 
location of all windows and adjust the plastic 
sides to match the PE. To ensure you get a good 
scale effect it is highly recommended that you 
enlarge the window openings. By doing so, the 
thick plastic will not be visible after the PE has 
been glued on and as a result the windows will be 
of the correct thickness scale wise.  

‣ On the plastic kit parts, remove all the stanchions 
from the open areas of the promenade deck.  

‣ Once happy with your work, carefully glue the 
photo etch over the plastic  kit parts
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This step involves installing expansion joints, 
coaling outriggers and platforms for the poll 
system to the outboard face of the profiles. 
Perform the following steps:  

‣ You will be working with the following 
parts from sheet #1:  

• CR1-P / CR1-S 

• CR2-P / CR2-S 

• CR3-P / CR3-S 

• BP-P / BP-S 

• EX1-P / EX1-S 

• EX2-P / EX2-S 

‣ Parts ending with -P are for the Port side 
while parts ending with -S are for the  
Starboard side. Use the artwork on the 
following pages as a guide to install the 
pieces. The layout is the same for the 
starboard side of the ship.

OUTBOARD DETAILS
SHEETS #1 & #2 - PORT & STARBOARD SIDE

CR1-P CR1-P CR1-P

BP-P

EX1-P
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CR1-P

CR1-P

CR1-P

CR1-P

EX2-P

CR3-P

CR2-P

RIG A VERY FINE 
LINE AFTER 

PAINTING. USE A 
THIN THREAD.
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CR1-P

RIG A VERY FINE 
LINE AFTER 

PAINTING. USE A 
THIN THREAD.
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The bridge front is an optional part which 
was included in the set per popular request. 
If you decide to use it, follow the steps 
below: 

‣ Remove the following parts from PE sheet 
#1:  

• BRIDGE 

• BRS-P / BRS-S 

• BRB-P / BRB-S 

‣ On the plastic bridge front supplied in the 
kit, remove the stanchions connecting the 
bridge front to A-deck. 

‣ Dry-fit the photo etch parts over the 
plastic and make adjustments to the 
window cutouts so that they match the 
photo etch parts.  

‣ Glue the photo etch pieces in place over 
the plastic bridge front. Start with the 
bridge area and then connect it to the A-
deck section which has now been 
separated because of the removal of the 
plastic stanchions. 

BRIDGE FRONT
SHEET #1
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Begin by installing the back plates to Part 
AC Follow the steps below. 

‣ Cut away the the following parts from the 
PE sheet:  

• Part A (x2) 

• Part A - Backplate (x2) 

‣ Use a file or PE scissors to remove any 
remaining tags and clean the parts.  

‣ Glue each backplate to its corresponding 
front plate. Make sure the detail of the 
backplate is facing the right way. It should 
be facing inboard. Use enough glue to 
get an even distribution once the part is 
pressed in place. Be careful not too get 
too much glue close to cutouts such as 
windows as this will cause glue to seep 
out of the cutouts and result in an 
unsatisfying finish.  

‣ After the parts have bonded, use thin CA 
around the edges to get an even stronger 
bond. 

BACK PLATES
SHEETS #1 & 2 - PORT & STARBOARD SIDE
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‣ Remove the following parts from sheet 
#2: 

• Part B (x2) 

• Part B - Back Plate (x2) 

• Part C (x2) 

• Part C - Back Plate (x2) 

‣ Mount the back plates in the same 
manner to their corresponding front plate.
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Please note that this is an optional step only 
recommended for the experienced modeler. 
To install the stiffeners and stanchions 
perform the following steps:  

‣ Working with one stiffener or stanchion at 
a time, cut away one of the following 
parts from PE sheet #1 or #2:  

• ST-P / ST-S 

• BC-P / BC-S 

• TC-P/ TC-S 

‣ Parts ending with -P are for the Port side 
while parts ending with -S are for the 
Starboard side. Stiffener BC are to be 
used on A-deck while TC are to be used 
on Boat Deck. Part ST are the side profile 
for the stanchions along A-deck.  

‣ Mount the stiffeners and stanchions to 
Part A, Part B and Part C using the 
artwork for part A as a guide. All these 
parts should be mounted at a 90 degree 
angle to the back plate. Zoom in on the 
artwork to see proper placement. 

STIFFENERS & STANCHIONS
SHEETS #1 & #2 - PORT & STARBOARD SIDE

BACK PLATE FACING UP

TC-P/TC-S along all 
stiffeners on Boat Deck. 

Mount on the right side of 
the stiffener. 

ST-P/ST-S along all 
stanchions on A-deck.

BC-P/BC-S along all 
stiffeners on A-deck. 

Mount on the right side of 
the stiffener. 
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This step involves installing expansion joints, 
coaling outriggers, teak rails and platforms 
for the poll system to the outboard face of 
the profiles. Perform the following steps:  

‣ You will be working with the following 
parts from sheet #1 and sheet #2:  

• CR1-P / CR1-S 

• CR2-P / CR2-S 

• CR3-P / CR3-S 

• BP-P / BP-S 

• EX1-P / EX1-S 

• EX2-P / EX2-S 

• TBA-P / TBA-S 

• TAA-P / TAA-S 

• TAB-P / TAB-S 

• TAC-P / TAC-S 

• TBB-P / TBB-S 

‣ Parts ending with -P are for the Port side 
while parts ending with -S are for the 
Starboard side. Use the artwork on the 
following pages as a guide to install the 
pieces. The layout is the same for the 
starboard side of the ship.

OUTBOARD DETAILS
SHEETS #1 & #2 - PORT & STARBOARD SIDE

CR1-P CR1-P CR1-P

BP-P

EX1-P

TAA-P

TBA-P
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CR1-P

CR1-P

CR1-P

CR1-P

EX2-P

CR3-P

CR2-P

RIG A VERY FINE 
LINE AFTER 

PAINTING. USE A 
THIN THREAD.

TBB-P

TAB-P
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CR1-P

RIG A VERY FINE 
LINE AFTER 

PAINTING. USE A 
THIN THREAD.

TAC-P

TBB-P
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The bridge front is an optional part which 
was included in the set per popular request. 
It's assembly without using the kit plastic 
behind can be a bit tricky. If you decide to 
use it this way, follow the steps below: 

‣ Remove the following two parts from PE 
sheet #1:  

• BRIDGE 

• BRIDGE - BACK PLATE 

‣ Shape both parts individually to fit the 
curvature of forward boat deck using 
Trumpeter kit part number S1 or B1 as a 
guide. Dry fit both pieces to make sure 
you have a good fit. 

‣ Once you are satisfied with the shape, 
glue both pieces together making sure 
the detail on the back plate is facing 
inboard.   

‣ Next, install the storm shutters. Remove 
the following parts from PE sheet #1:   

• SH 

‣ Glue the storm shutters in place using the 
artwork to the left as a guide. 

BRIDGE FRONT
SHEET #1

STORM SHUTTERS

SHAPE BOTH PARTS 
SEPARATELY AND 
GLUE TOGETHER
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‣ Next, install the stiffeners. Remove the 
following parts from PE sheet #1:     

• BS-S 

• BS-P 

‣ Install the stiffeners using the artwork 
below as a guide. Zoom in on the artwork 
to see the correct placement. 

BS-S

BS-P
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‣ Carefully fold Bridge - Back Plate using 
the artwork to as a guide.  

‣ Remove the following parts from PE sheet 
#1:    

• BRS-P / BRS-S 

• BRB-P / BRB-S 

‣ Glue the pieces to the outside of the back 
plate to complete the final look of the 
structure.  

‣ You have now completed the assembly of 
the bridge front.  

‣ Because you have decided to omit the kit 
supplied bridge front which is made out 
of rather thick plastic you need to make 
up for the loss in thickness by gluing strips 
of plastic the edge of the kit part S1 
before the photo etch bridge front can be 
glued in place. Make sure you dry fit as 
you work to ensure a good fit. 

FOLD 90 DEGREES HERE FOLD 90 DEGREES HERE
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